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NetEnt serves up a feast for the senses
with Jungle Spirit: Call of the Wild
NetEnt, the leading provider of digital gaming solutions, brings to
life nature’s colourful sights and sounds as it takes players on a
journey in its latest game release Jungle Spirit: Call of the Wild.
Jungle Spirit: Call of the Wild™ is a is a 243-bet way, 5-reel, 3-row video slot
that features free spins, a symbol expansion feature, and a brand-new Butterfly
Boost feature.
The Butterfly Boost feature is activated randomly in the main game during a win
situation, when there are no scatter symbols or symbols marked by butterflies
on the reels. The butterflies fly around the reels and land on between one and
three symbols causing them to expand and increase winnings.
The graphic-rich title promises to be a thrilling adventure. It features dangerous
animals hiding around every corner, ready to pounce in 3D, while players can
listen to jungle drums or the calming sounds of nature as they track down the
untamed beasts.
“We’re sure players will love going wild and getting into the Jungle Spirit with
our latest video slot title, comments Simon Hammon, Chief Product Officer of
NetEnt. “The game is a veritable feast for the senses and the Butterfly Boost
feature adds a new, fun element that could bring big rewards.”
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